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Scalia talk provokes
pre-lecture protest

Scalia addresses Tufts community
on interpretation

by Sarah

Zheng

Daily Editorial Board

Students organized a protest
prior to U.S. Supreme Court
Justice Antonin Scalia’s presentation at the 17th Richard
E. Snyder President’s Lecture
yesterday afternoon.
At the group’s largest, approximately 20 students chanted
and held up banners outside of
the Gantcher Center where the
lecture was held, according to
protest organizer Zoe Munoz.
Protesters called out slogans
like “casting ballots is a right —
not just for the rich and white”
and “racist, sexist, anti-queer,
we don’t want Scalia here.”
According to Munoz, students also plan to hold a teachin on Friday to deconstruct
Scalia’s ideas and statements.
“There were a lot of students
from a lot of different groups
on campus that were very upset
that Tufts University basically
has provided the space and

the platform for Justice Scalia
to come and speak,” Munoz, a
senior, said. “Scalia is a powerful man with a powerful voice
and what he says has a tangible effect on people’s lives,
and he has used that power
and voice and position to disenfranchise, to dehumanize,
and to harm people.”
The students who organized
the protest were not a part of
a coalition of various student
groups, but rather a collection
of people who were not happy
with the university’s choice of
speaker, Munoz said.
Protester Michelle Lau,
who is a member of the Asian
American Alliance, said that
she went to the protest in
order to educate people about
unjust and dehumanizing legislation that the government
directly enforces.
“I participated [in the protest] because Scalia not only
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Supreme
Court
Justice
Antonin Scalia delivered the 17th
Richard E. Snyder President’s
Lecture yesterday afternoon at
the Gantcher Center.
In
his
lecture,
titled
“Interpreting the Constitution,”
Scalia discussed issues surrounding different doctrines of constitutional interpretation. He began
by defining his personal method
known as “originalism,” a principle of interpretation that tries
to determine the original intent
of the Constitution’s authors.
“The Constitution meant what
it meant when it was adopted,”
he said.
Scalia went on to explain that
although originalism was viewed
as the “orthodox” interpretation
in the past, it is much less popular in the present day. Instead
of attempting to interpret the

see PROTEST, page 2

see SCALIA, page 2
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At the 17th Richard E. Snyder President’s Lecture held yesterday afternoon
at the Gantcher Center, Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia spoke
about interpreting the Constitution.

ZBT gets the ball moving for charity
by

Athletes honor
Alzheimer’s patient,
player’s father

Kathleen Schmidt
Contributing Writer

Zeta Beta Tau (ZBT)’s “Get on the Ball”
philanthropy project to benefit Boston
Children’s Hospital kicks off today and will
continue until next Friday, Oct. 11.
According to ZBT Vice President Zack
Fialkow, event facilitators will roll a ball with
a six foot diameter around campus throughout the week to collect signatures from students, faculty and general passersby.
“It’s about spreading awareness for
the organization, and it seems like a
pretty good way to attract people,”
Fialkow, a junior, said. “The goal is to
get donations based on the amount of
signatures we collect.”
ZBT Philanthropy Chair Jason Brillon
added that the ball allowed the fraternity
to reach out to campus members in a way
that stationary charity events cannot.
“With ‘Get on the Ball’ we have the
opportunity to engage the broader campus community over the week because
we’re bringing the event to them, and
we have the chance to interact with
people as we pass them,” Brillon, a
sophomore, said.
Apart from rolling the ball through campus, ZBT plans to host other activities,
including a kickoff event Thursday night,
a midweek Casino Night on Oct. 8 and a
closing celebration on Oct. 11, according
to Brillon.
The fundraiser’s kickoff event, which is
tonight at 7 p.m., will feature sweets and
shows by various performance groups.
“We’re doing a little dessert party
at the Hillel Center,” Fialkow said. “J.P.
Licks donated two big tubs of ice cream
[and] we’re going to buy a third. Kickass
Cupcakes donated 200 cupcakes.”
The midweek event, a joint function
with Alpha Omicron Pi (AOII) called ‘Bet
on the Ball,’ will run on Tuesday from 6:30
p.m. to 8:00 p.m. in a casino night style.
“We’re going to have a bunch of different raffles from local businesses,” Brillon
said. “We have about $360 worth of gift
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Zeta Beta Tau (ZBT) began its philanthropy project titled “Get on the Ball” today to benefit
Boston Children’s Hospital. The event will run until next Friday, Oct. 11.
cards, plus a ukulele and $75 worth of
Kamikaze Comics.”
AOII Philanthropy Chair Amelia Cohen
added that tables for blackjack, Texas Hold
‘Em and roulette wheel will be available
for students.
“People are just going to be invited to
come play,” Cohen, a senior, said. “There’ll
be a $5 buy-in for chips and during the
course of the night there’s going to be performances by acapella groups. There’s also
going to be food and drinks.”
She added that the ball will be at the
event so that people can sign and pledge
to donate per signature as well.
ZBT will complete its fundraiser on Oct.
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11 with a final event, Brillon said.
“The end-of-the-week event is sort of
just a celebration that’s going to be held at
ZBT, which will be ticketed through Tufts
Tickets,” Brillon said. “It’s a masqueradethemed dance party [called] ‘Get on the
Masquerade Ball.’”
Brillon believes the “Get on the Ball”
project reflects the core tenants of social
responsibility and active citizenship that
are important to ZBT and Tufts students.
“It’s a chance for ZBT brothers to show
off their social responsibility and for Tufts
students to show off their active citizenship and caring about the greater community,” he said.

Fan the Fire will be hosting its kickoff event this Saturday, teaming up
with the Alzheimer’s Association in
honor of football player Corey Burns’
father, an Alzheimer’s patient.
President of the Student Athlete
Advisory Committee (SAAC) Jo Clair,
who is in charge of planning the event,
explained that student-athletes will
wear purple shoelaces and t-shirts
— bearing the words “In honor of
the Burns family” — to support the
Alzheimer’s Association while warming
up on Saturday.
Students and parents are encouraged to stop by at the game to grab a
free wristband and to consider making
a donation to the cause.
“There’s going to be a ton of people
and the event is going to be a ton of
fun, while we are also supporting the
student athletes and a great cause,”
Clair, a senior, said.
The event will begin at 1 p.m. at Kraft
Field during the football, men’s soccer
and women’s soccer games in conjunction with Parents and Family Weekend,
according to the Tufts Athletics website.
For each Fan the Fire event, the
athletic teams try to choose a charity
recipient with personal significance
for team members, according to Burns.
This weekend’s cause is particularly
important to him.
“My dad has the disease, and he’s
had it since I was 16 years old,” Burns,
a sophomore, said. “It’s progressed
pretty [badly] to the point where he
has it severely.”
The Alzheimer’s Association is the
largest non-profit organization for
Alzheimer’s research and works to
see ALZHEIMER’S, page 2
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Students protested outside of the Gantcher Center yesterday afternoon prior to the 17th Richard E. Snyder President’s Lecture featuring a speech by U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia.

Students protest Scalia lecture
PROTEST

continued from page 1

tolerates, but actively promotes many
forms of oppression, including racism
and sexism, and this is absolutely unacceptable,” Lau, a sophomore, said.
Friday’s planned teach-in will provide a
broader historical and political context to
Scalia’s lecture statements and responses, according to Munoz. The event will

include an analysis of Scalia’s doctrine
of originalism and discuss the Court’s
decision to strike down part of the Voting
Rights Act (VRA) this summer.
“We want to continue dialogue and
make sure that people and students are
aware that [Scalia] isn’t just some politician or some justice,” Munoz said. “He’s
someone who has had a very negative
impact on the country and on communi-

ties that many Tufts students are a part of,
like LGBT groups, minorities, the working
poor and et cetera.”
Not all Tufts students supported the
protests, however.
“I think that everyone should be given
a platform to freely express their opinions, no matter how controversial they
are,” Hirosei Kuruma, a sophomore who
attended the lecture, said. “It helps to

encourage discourse on campus surrounding these sorts of issues.”
The Richard E. Snyder President’s
Lecture Series is intended to spark the
intellectual conversation on campus
through presenting a “forum for the presentation of provocative points of view
on matters of national and international
importance,” according to the Tufts Office
of the President’s website.

Scalia argues for originalist interpretation of Constitution
SCALIA

continued from page 1

Constitution in light of what its drafters
meant to say, modern proponents of
a “living Constitution” believe that the
document’s meaning evolves as society
progresses morally, Scalia explained.
Scalia disagreed with the opinion that
any societal change necessarily signaled
improvement, noting that the founding fathers were wary of possible future
moral decay in society while creating the
Constitution.
“The Bill of Rights itself is a condemnation of the Pollyanna-ish notion that
every day, every way, we get better and
better,” Scalia said.
Nowadays, Scalia explained, the modern Supreme Court often distorts the
Constitution’s meaning using the “living
Constitution” method of interpretation.
“In the good old days [judges] distorted
the Constitution the good old-fashioned
way — they lied about it,” Scalia said.
“With the ‘evolving Constitution,’ you
don’t have to lie. You can say, ‘Oh yeah,
it used to mean that. It just doesn’t mean
that anymore. Why? Because we don’t
think so. We don’t think it ought to.’”
In an illustration of how an originalist would approach changing the
Constitution, Scalia pointed to the 19th
Amendment, which gave women the
right to vote in 1920. Instead of ruling
that the Constitution’s restrictions on
enfranchisement were unconstitutional
by a modern “living” interpretation of
the document — as it was previously
only men who could vote — an originalist would leave the decision to the will of
the people.
“It was understood that you could
deny the franchise for a lot of reasons,”
Scalia said. “Nobody thought that that
was unconstitutional. So the practice
[of not allowing women to vote] was
continued until it was changed ... by
Constitutional amendment in 1920. We
don’t do that anymore.”
For the next part of his lecture,
Scalia argued in support of his originalist interpretation by listing and
then rebutting reasons for adopting
the “living Constitution” perspective.
He began by exploring the argument
that the new method of interpretation
provides flexibility.
“If you think that the proponents of the
so-called ‘living Constitution’ want to bring
you flexibility, think again,” Scalia said.
According to Scalia, his understanding
of the Constitution maintained that the
states have the power to decide democratically and separately on issues such

as installing the death penalty. The “living Constitution” theory, on the other
hand, would allow the Supreme Court to
decide once and for all on the death penalty debate. In this way, the new method
is just as rigid as originalism, except that
it ends the discussion, Scalia said.
“If you buy into the ‘living Constitution,’
and you let the Supreme Court say the
death penalty is unconstitutional, that’s the
end of it,” he said. “There’s no use debating
it anymore. You can’t change. Under my
system you can go back and forth.”
Scalia next discussed if originalism was
inherently biased in favor of conservative
opinions. He denied this view, arguing that
his interpretation of the Constitution was
policy neutral. He pointed to two Supreme
Court cases — one involving flag burning
and the other involving the right of a person to face a witness against him — which
resulted in a liberal ruling from an originalist interpretation. While Scalia said he
personally believed in a more conservative
stance on both issues, he was forced to rule
liberally to uphold the original intent of the
Constitution writers.
“I confess, I am a conservative,” he
said. “If it was up to me, I’d put more
people in jail, but I’m not going to do it
in violation of the Constitution.”
After Scalia concluded his lecture,
Scalia accepted several questions from
the audience.
One student asked how Scalia interpreted questions dealing with technologies that did not exist at the time of when
the Constitution was first drafted. Using
the death penalty as an example, Scalia
explained that if the founding fathers saw
hanging as constitutional, then improvements in technology such as the electric
chair must also be constitutional.
Another student asked about the
right of the Transportation Security
Administration to search airplane passengers. Scalia responded by defending
the searches.
“I think it is within the realm of reason,
if the threat is blowing up the plane,” he
said. “Would you rather be searched or
blown up?”
A question regarding whether Scalia’s
originalism gave him a strict constructionist view of the Constitution drew a
confident response from Scalia.
“I am not a strict constructionist,” he said.
Scalia noted that it was vital to interpret the Constitution reasonably. As an
example, he explained that he interpreted the First Amendment to allow free
speech in the form of written letters,
although the Constitution did not explicitly mention this.
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As part of its kickoff event, Fan the Fire will dedicate next Saturday’s football game to player
Corey Burns’ father in order to support Alzheimer’s research.

Fan the Fire connects sports events
with importance of active citizenship
ALZHEIMER’S

continued from page 1

reduce the risk of dementia in patients
by promoting brain health, Tufts
Athletics said.
Burns said he hopes many people
will show support for Alzheimer’s
patients by attending the event.
“The big point behind it for me was
I just wanted to show my dad he’s not
alone in the fight,” he said. “There’s
his family, Tufts football and the Tufts
community standing behind him ...
I think it would be really cool to see
a lot of purple, especially for my dad
[since] that’s one of the things he
understands because my family all
wears the bracelets.”
Burns explained that he and the Tufts
football head coach, Jay Civetti, spearheaded the effort, after the pair agreed
that they should honor Burns’ father.
University
President
Anthony
Monaco commented that while Tufts
students do not generally crowd sporting events, he is glad to see the school’s
athletics recognized in connection to
active citizenship.
“The Tufts community has become
more aware of how our athletic teams
are involved in the lives of individuals
who are struggling with overwhelming
health issues [and how they] can dissi-

pate some of that burden by their very
personal affiliation with our athletic
teams and their members,” Monaco
told the Daily in an email.
Fan the Fire, a student organization,
works to do more than increase school
spirit. Its goal is to raise awareness
about the community service in which
Tufts athletics teams and players participate.
Women’s lacrosse player Gabby
Horner agreed that it was important to
keep sports connected with important
community issues.
“When you associate a sporting
event with a cause, I think it draws
more of the Tufts community to attend,
because at that point its not about the
sport, its about supporting something
much bigger than a game,” Horner, a
senior said.
With so much support, Burns is very
optimistic about the outcome of both
this Saturday’s football game and the
fundraiser, he said.
“I can tell from yesterday’s team
meeting that this weekend is going to
be different than anything we’ve had
in the past,” he said. “We have a really
good feeling about this weekend. I
think that’s something that’s made it
more special considering this week
was chosen for the event.”
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Tufts Health Advocates to assess health
services, provide voice for student concerns
by

Lily Sieradzki | Media Junkie

Annaick Miller

Daily Editorial Board

There is no shortage of health-related
groups at Tufts. The most recent addition,
Tufts Health Advocates, plays a role distinct
from others, fusing student activism with
administrative access.
Tufts Health Advocates (THA) is not a
new organization but instead a revitalized
and repackaged version of a group previously known as the Student Health Advisory
Board (SHAB).
According to Director of Alcohol and
Health Education Ian Wong, most universities across the country have SHABs.
“They’re usually the student branch of
the health services that helps look at health
insurance, the way things are being done in
health service [and] advocacy for the students,” Wong said.
These groups serve as the student
branch of health services, helping to evaluate schools’ health systems.
“We changed our name from Student
Health Advisory Board to Tufts Health
Advocates because it sounds like they’re
really working towards students and aren’t
just a board,” Wong said.
Wong said that the group has been in
existence since his first coming to Tufts seven
years ago, and the emphasis on students’
needs forms the crux of the group’s revival.
“[We are meant to] provide a voice for the
students and then try and get the administration to listen and implement what the
students want and need,” sophomore Emma
Brenner-Bryant said of the purpose of THA.
Last fall, Wong strived to revive the group
after a few years of inactivity, and when
Brenner-Bryant and fellow sophomore AJ
Fields, who were both freshmen at the time,
separately reached out to Wong to express
interest in health issues on campus, Wong
proposed the reorganization of the program as a way for them to take action.
“I think the idea that we’re not just going
to sit around and talk about it, but we’re
going to really do something about it and
try and get the administration to make
these changes makes more people excited and drawn to our program,” BrennerBryant said.
Although THA’s name change reflects
a new direction for the club, the group
remains an advisory board to Tufts’ Health
Service. THA is the only group at Tufts that
has this intimate relationship with Health
Service. Wong pointed out that the status
of the group is different from a peer group
in that Tufts’ Health Service reserves this
relationship for this student group alone, as
THA really does advise its operations.
Brenner-Bryant and Fields said they think
this affiliation will enable them to make a
difference. They believe THA will not only
advocate for students’ health needs, but will
also succeed in initiating changes.
Wong said he is confident that students
can bring fresh ideas and critiques to
Tufts’ programs.
“Students will come and say, ‘well why
don’t you do this,’ and my answer a lot
of the time is, ‘I didn’t know you wanted
that,’” Wong said.
Beth Farrow, health educator and prevention specialist at Health Service, agreed.
“Students can always evaluate the quality and quantity of services on campus very
differently from an administrator. We’re not
utilizing and accessing the services in the
same way,” she said.
Wong and Farrow said that their role in
THA’s operations is as pseudo-advisers.
Wong said it is important that students
be able to talk without the reservations or
inhibitions that might result from the presence of an authority figure.
“We don’t always attend meetings
because we want it to be a student-run
group,” Wong said. “So we don’t want any
of us to be in there and have the students
not say what they really want to say. Or just
the opposite — feel like they’re talking to
the director of health education when they
should be talking to students.”
“What we do is we have surveys where
we ask students things, and then we have

John Hampson / The Tufts Daily

Tufts Health Advocates is working to voice student concerns with health resources available
on campus through open forums and surveys.
open meetings where ... it’s open to the
public for students to come talk to us about
their experience with health services, their
experience with what they want changed,”
Brenner-Bryant said. “We’re still kind of
working on other ways to get information.”
After collecting this information, the
group proceeds by preparing a written brief
of all the health issues brought up on campus as well as proposals for change. It then
brings this report to Health Service in the
hopes of implementing reforms.
Results from a THA survey conducted
last year showed that students were most
concerned about the drug and alcohol policy at Tufts. Sleep, stress and sexual assault
are also among the greatest concerns about
health on campus, according to Farrow,
and she believes students’ opinions will
echo these issues. As the alcohol policy was
recently revised, Fields and Brenner-Bryant
said they are interested in carrying out
another survey to obtain feedback. More
recently, condom quality was another issue
students discussed and THA subsequently
brought to the attention of Health Service.
Part of Brenner-Bryant’s and Fields’ roles
involve implementing improved research
techniques, which they cite as a key objective for the group.
“It’s a question of how to really get the
information that we find and report back to
be statistically correct and really sound and
based on research,” Brenner-Bryant said.
Fields explained that Tufts Health
Advocates has other links around campus
through which they can gather information
for the time being.
“The Peer Health Collaborative basically
assembles all the health groups like Globe
Med, pre-med society, anything you can
think of, and tries to make sure that they
don’t clash with each other in terms of
events and stuff like that, and just also
bringing up different issues,” Fields said. “I
think that that really showed how the health

efforts on campus aren’t really centralized
into one process.”
Farrow said that THA sees membership
in the Collaborative as providing yet another way to connect with the student body.
Brenner-Bryant and Fields noted
that becoming recognized by the Tufts
Community Union Judiciary (TCUJ) could
enhance THA’s influence on campus.
“One thing we’re working on this year
is establishing our connection with the
TCU. I would like to have that as another
avenue where we can go and discuss health
issues,” Fields said.
In addition to seeking recognition, Wong
said that the group may experience some
setbacks as it is still just getting started.
“I think the only challenge that we will
have is students’ expectations and what we
can deliver with the budget and size we are,”
Wong said.
Fields said that it is important to bring
both short- and long-term goals up now.
“Obviously given the structure and funding ... [this] is going to take a lot of long term
changes, but we still want those to be on the
table,” Fields said.
Wong said that THA has a lot of ambitious goals that can start with a change in
how health policies are considered.
“How do we make this campus a lot
more accessible to exercising, eating right,
lowering stress?” Wong said. “The first challenge is how we change this environment
to support the needs of the students, making them as healthy as possible — even
those who travel abroad. Once a Jumbo,
always a Jumbo.”
Brenner-Bryant summed up the role of
THA on campus.
“I think our role is really to make the
concrete changes,” she said. “There are
already a lot of groups on campus doing
education. And somebody has to actually make changes. So that’s what our
role is, really.”

Throwback Thursday
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Students celebrate Homecoming on Oct. 21, 1990.
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ho remembers Tuco? If you’re as
obsessed with “Breaking Bad” as
I am, you definitely remember
that evil guy. I know I share this
obsession with many other people, but that
doesn’t make it any less real to me. The gorgeous New Mexico landscape, the insane plottwists, the breath-taking cinematography, the
complex character development, plus meth
— what’s not to love? Like meth, it’s incredibly addictive. And, like Jesse at one point
in the show, I’m hooked. And I’m not alone
— “Breaking Bad” won a Primetime Emmy
Award for Outstanding Drama Series, and the
show is watched by nearly 8 million people.
Let me clear up something up front. For
those who haven’t seen the season finale yet:
DON’T WORRY. I won’t be spoiling anything.
This isn’t primarily because of what a good
person/active citizen I am, but because I also
haven’t seen it yet. So far I’ve managed to successfully avoid hearing the ending, despite the
continuous Facebook chatter, and I plan on
keeping it that way.
Like many others, I take my dose of
“Breaking Bad” primarily on Netflix, not live
on AMC. This weekend I embarked on a
Season 5 marathon, watching the second half
of the season that isn’t on Netflix in other questionable ways. But because I subsist mainly
on on-demand online television (I don’t have
regular access to a TV, #college), I didn’t get
around to watching the season finale live. But
about 10 million other people did, according
to the New York Times.
“Breaking Bad” seems to have found the
winning combination between live and ondemand television. Even though on-demand
television sites like Netflix and Hulu are traditionally thought to undermine live-streaming
TV, they can actually boost the show’s popularity by allowing audiences to catch up on
their own time.
According to a Sept. 27 New York Times
article, while the season finale was the mostwatched show on cable Sunday night, its
Netflix presence was blowing up as well.
Netflix reported that in the past two weeks,
the most commonly watched episode in the
series was the pilot. After accepting his Emmy,
Vince Gilligan told reporters backstage that he
credited Netflix for keeping “Breaking Bad” on
the air because of the extended audience and
the buzz it created.
To me, this is an important new model
that in some ways revolutionizes television.
There’s no longer a stark and competitive
binary between linear, plot-oriented television that airs each week and mass-consumable on-demand television. A show can be
both things and still be incredibly successful,
because it’s more accommodating. It accommodates people, often college students, who
want easy and constant access to television.
And it accommodates the large audiences of
traditional television as well, by keeping shows
like “Breaking Bad,” which was not incredibly
successful right off the bat, on the air.
With the Internet’s predominance, traditional forms of consuming media are changing, and fast. This extends to music, with the
purchase of records and CDs evolving to the
Apple’s iTunes model of online purchasing,
and then to music listening sites like Pandora
and Spotify. It also applies to movies, with
the transition from the dominance of movie
theaters to DVDs and finally to on-demand
viewing. There’s a constant push and pull
between the artists and producers, who still
need to make a profit, and us, the Internetsavvy consumers, who expect and demand
increased access. And there are always those
who choose to consume the media online for
free, despite legal or ethical considerations.
Not only is “Breaking Bad” a great show
in and of itself, it’s part of a smart business
model that navigates these shifting norms
successfully. As Mr. Gilligan said, “It’s a new era
in television, and we’ve been very fortunate to
reap the benefits.” So have I, Vince. So have I.

Lily Sieradzki is a junior majoring
in English. She can be reached at Lily.
Sieradzki@tufts.edu.
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Connect with the minds behind
Breaking Bad, The Good Wife,
Meet the Press, and Tanked…

Learn how to get started in television and the media from Jumbos
who have already made it in the business.
Alumni speakers include:

NaNcy GLass, J77, a14P

Television Producer, Nancy Glass Productions

sharoN haLL KessLer, J86

President, Alcon Television

Todd KessLer, a80

Television Writer/Producer

NeaL shaPiro, a80

President/CEO of WNET/Channel 13

Saturday, Oct. 19 — 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. — Cabot Intercultural Center

TO ATTEND, YOU MUST REGISTER BY OCT. 4
Go to tuftsalumni.org/ontheair to register.
This conference is being made possible by the Communications and Media Studies program, Tufts Career Center, and University Advancement.
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Team anchored by Tufts
students and alumni
wins big at film festival
“Love Hurts” receives multiple
awards at Boston’s 48 Hour Film
Project
by

Brendan Donohue

Daily Editorial Board

A

lthough Tufts may be best
known for its International
Relations
program,
its
Film Studies minor and
Department of Drama and
Dance are also very successful programs that have yielded incredibly talented individuals and projects. Casein-point: Boston-based independent
film collaborative Malarkey Films and
Boston-based video production company Unrendered Films teamed up
with a team of several Tufts students
and alumni for a film, winning several awards at Boston’s prestigious 48
Hour Film Project.
The
team,
whose
members
included several Jumbos, picked up
awards for Best Actress, Best Use of
Assigned Character and Best Fight
Choreography at the competition this
past May. The team’s project, “Love
Hurts,” was also selected for the Best
of Festival Screening in the contest,
which included more than 80 films.
Meron Langsner, the film’s co-writer, casting director and fight choreographer, received his Ph.D. in
Drama from Tufts in August of 2011
and was awarded three Citations for
Major Positive Impact on the Tufts
Undergraduate Experience during
his time here. Melis Aker, who won
Best Actress, graduated from Tufts
in 2013, and the two protagonists of
the film, Andrew Tung and Danielle
Rosvally, graduated from the university in 2009 — Tung is a current Ph.D.
candidate, and Rosavally is now an
acting instructor at Tufts.
A Two-Day Film Contest
The 48 Hour Film Project was
conceived in 2001 by founder Mark
Ruppert and his filmmaking partner,
Liz Langston. In 2013, the competition was hosted in over 120 cities
with more than 60,000 people competing. Teams have from 7 p.m. on a
Friday night until 7 p.m. on the fol-

lowing Sunday night to write, cast,
shoot, edit and score short films.
To prevent teams from preparing in
advance, they are not given a designated genre until the contest begins.
Furthermore, the teams are provided
with a character name, a prop and a
line of dialogue that they must incorporate into their films.
As stated on the 48 Hour Film
Project’s website, the contest is both
a competition and a festival, created
to “advance filmmaking and promote
filmmakers.” Its unique time restrictions force the contestants to concentrate on teamwork and productivity
rather than extensive planning and
discussion. According to the creators,
the contest was partly based on the
question, “Would films made in only
48 hours even be watchable?” With
roughly 25,000 different films produced for competition in the past 13
years, the answer would most certainly be “yes.”
This year’s Boston event took place
between May 3 and 5. Boston’s location is well suited for the contest
because of its extensive variety of
landscapes; an urban city center with
office buildings and parks, surrounded by suburbs and reservoirs work
well to provide settings for a myriad
of different types of films. A team’s
assigned genre can range from industry standards such as “horror” and
“romance” to more specific categories,
like “mistaken identity” and “gangster.” Consequently, having a diverse
array of shooting locations to choose
from can be incredibly helpful.
Taking Risks
Malarkey Films is a “collaborative
umbrella” that has consistently performed well in the contest over the
past few years. Winning Best Director
at the 48 Hour Film Project in Boston
in 2011 and runner up to Best Film in
2012, the collaborative recently start-

Courtesy Casey Preston

Malarkey Films and several Tufts Jumbos combined romance and combat in a recent entry
into Boston’s 48 Hour Film Project.

Courtesy Casey Preston

Meron Langsner, a fight choreographer who has worked on over 150 productions, holds a
Ph.D in Drama from Tufts.
ed giving themselves extra challenges
in addition to those already applied in
competition.
“Malarkey said, ‘You know what?
That’s too easy. Let’s impose even
more restrictions on ourselves to see
if we can’t still make something really
cool,’” Rosvally said about the production company behind “Love Hurts.”
Last year, Malarkey Films decided
to add “musical” to their genre, in
addition to their assigned category
“buddy film.” Though it took a risk,
the company left the competition
with a host of awards, including Best
Acting (ensemble), Best Use of Music
and Best Use of Line of Dialogue.
“This year, they said, ‘No matter
what we get as our genre, we’re going to
make it a fight movie,’” Langsner said.
Expert in Fight Choreography
For this year’s competition, Jack
Cushman of Malarkey Films recruited Langsner, a friend, to help turn
their fight movie vision into a reality.
Langsner was sought out by Malarkey
partially for his expertise in fight choreography, which he has worked on
in over 150 productions. Langsner
even taught an advanced acting workshop called “Stage Combat” for a few
semesters at Tufts. With a Ph.D. dissertation entitled “Impossible Bodies
in Motion: The Representation of
Martial Arts on The American Stage,”
Langsner is a resident expert in the
field and was the clear-cut choice for
Malarkey’s project.
Once the team learned that its
assigned genre was “romance,” they
got straight to work, spending the
first night writing a script at producer,
director and editor Cushman’s home.
“The first night is when you get your
prompt and you’re writing,” Lansgner
said. “[It was] me, two other writers
and the producer sitting down and
hashing out what was going to be our
script.”
He quickly realized the style that
would best suit their given genre and
was able to get the other team members on board.
“With ‘romance’ we have the most
flexibility if we make it a fairy tale,”
Langsner said, thinking in terms of
weapons, combat styles and most
importantly, narrative.
Langsner had recruited several
actors with whom he had worked
with before, knowing that their previous experience in on-stage combat would be beneficial to the production. Langsner enlisted Andrew
Tung, his former student, and Jesse

James Wood, a co-worker, to star in
the project.
A Strong Infrastructure
According to Langsner, being successful in a short-term endeavor such
as this one is largely dependent on the
team you have and the infrastructure
you build before production begins.
“Most of the building of the team,
to give credit where it is due, was
[by] the producers of Malarkey Films,”
Langsner said of Jack Cushman, who
put the group together.
According to Langsner, Cushman
excelled in putting everything on a
tight schedule and recruiting professionals who were serious about the
project — but he also was ready to
make the experience “incredibly fun.”
“Your infrastructure is making sure
you have good actors, making sure you
have people who are ready to location
scout, making sure you have everything — every logistical thing that you
can possibly imagine,” Langsner said.
“In any type of group project or group
endeavor, it’s about the strength of
the group. It’s all about the team.”
Surely no coincidence, a third of
Langsner’s team consisted of Tufts
students and alumni. In a companion piece to “Love Hurts,” — a documentary the group submitted in the
“horror” section of the contest — one
of the actors actually sports a Tufts
sweater.
“It was pretty neat — it was kind of a
Tufts reunion,” Rosvally said. “None of
us had actually worked together in the
school, since we’re all at very different
points [in our academic careers].”
Langsner gave advice to other Tufts
students interested in entering the
world of theater and film.
“If it’s possible, be professional
but do not take yourself too seriously,” he said. “Make any new mistakes as fast as possible. If you get
to make your mistakes early, you get
to make your experience more valuable. Hitting backspace on your word
processer costs nothing but time.”

The film can be viewed at www.
malarkeyfilms.com, and for more
information on the contest visit
www.48hourfilm.com.
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What’s Up This Weekend
Looking to make your weekend artsy?
Check out these events!
Mystic River Celebration: The Coalition
for Arts, Culture and a Healthy Economy
(CACHE) will be holding a free one-day
festival at the Condon Shell in Medford
this weekend right next to the Mystic
River. The festival will feature live performances, local artisan crafts, various food vendors and numerous local
Medford businesses. (Saturday from 12

p.m to 4 p.m. at the Condon Shell,
2501 Mystic Valley Parkway, Medford.
Admission is free.)
Boston Local Food Festival: The
Sustainable Business Network of
Massachusetts will hold its 4th annual
Boston Local Food Festival this weekend.
The festival features sustainable and
locally grown food, and will have farmers,
food trucks, local restaurants, specialty
food producers and more. (Sunday from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Rose Kennedy

Greenway in Boston. Admission is free.)
‘Safety Last’: This weekend, the
Somerville Theatre will host a screening
of Harold Lloyd’s classic silent comedy
“Safety Last” (1923), in the main theater
using a 35 mm film print. The screening will be accompanied by silent film
musician Jeff Rapsis. (Sunday at 1 p.m. at
the Somerville Theatre, 55 Davis Square,
Somerville. Tickets are $15 and can be
purchased at www.somervilletheatreonline.com.)

Community Concert Series: Hisako
and Friends: This Sunday, Tufts performance faculty pianist Hisako Hiratsuka
will lead a chamber group in concert
for the Community Concert Series. The
program will feature Bach’s “Trio Sonata”
from The Musical Offering, Jake Heggie’s
“The Deepest Desire” and Dvorák’s Piano
Quartet in Eb, Op. 82. (Sunday at 3 p.m.
in Distler Performance Hall. Admission
is free.)
—compiled by Dan O’Leary

Concert Review

Portugal. The Man concert features psychedelic music, visuals
by

Timothy Charouk
Daily Staff Writer

Only loyal fans of this Portland, Ore.
band know to spell Portugal. The Man’s
name with the period, and based on the
great atmosphere at their show at the
House of Blues on Sunday night, it’s safe
to say that most everyone there knew
how to spell it correctly.
Following the recent release of their
latest studio album this past May, entitled “Evil Friends,” Portugal. The Man
embarked on a world tour, stopping at
several big festivals including the Fuji
Rock Festival in Japan and the Governors
Ball in New York City. The band’s eighth
studio album included such hits
as “Purple Yellow Red and Blue” and
“Evil Friends,” with the album peaking at number 28 on the Billboard 200.
Following a series of hit or miss records,
the release of consecutive albums “In
the Mountain in the Cloud” (2011) and
“Evil Friends” has cemented Portugal as
an important part of the popular psychedelic rock scene. Thankfully, their set
avoided focusing too much on their new
content, as some bands unfortunately
tend to do when trying to promote an
album. The fact that a few months have
passed since the album’s release also
allowed fans enough time to learn lyrics
so that they could sing along.
This was Portugal’s second time performing at Boston’s House of Blues. During
the show, the band’s bassist, Zachary
Carothers, declared how much the group
loved the city, having recorded two albums
here. Of course, any mention of Boston
was sure to generate some cheering, but
it was still a nice, sincere gesture on his
part. Carothers was also sure to mention
the opening band, Crystal Fighters, who
he commended for a great set.
British band Crystal Fighters are probably know to most as “that band on FIFA,”
having been featured twice now on the
game franchise’s soundtrack. Despite
being relatively unknown by most of
the audience, the group managed to
create a great atmosphere. The crowd
danced along with lead singer Sebastian
Pringle, who was covered in rhinestones
and resembled James Franco’s character, Alien, in “Spring Breakers” (2013).
Crystal Fighters’ opening generated a
nice buzz and set the bar high for the
rest of the concert.
Portugal then arrived on stage and

Timothy Charouk for the Tufts Daily

Portugal. The Man performed for an audience filled with diehard fans at the House of Blues this past Sunday.
immediately set the tone with “Purple
Yellow Red and Blue.” During the opener,
a projector created silhouettes of various
cutout shapes to accompany the group’s
psychedelic music with an even more
mind-bending light show. The projections changed to match the songs, and
appeared in the form of strange creatures, echoing the figures on their album
covers. Portugal. The Man has generated
quite a following thanks to their strange
but well-produced music videos, and this
show reflected their attachment to the
relationship between audio and visual.
Images of hand-eyes and six-eyed elephants leading spectators into a forest of
birch trees made for both an aurally and
visually-engaging experience.

The high-octane beginning of the
show, packed with Portugal’s hit songs,
was unfortunately followed by a lull in
the middle of the performance. Indeed,
during this part of the show some audience members seemed more entertained
by making shadow animals on the walls.
The band’s choice to combine songs
without pausing in between also contributed to this lull, causing the concertgoers to lose energy.
If anything were to be criticized about
the night, it would be Portugal’s stage
presence. They didn’t converse much
with the audience, failed to get the crowd
involved on most songs and their movement on stage was limited. These are
minor criticisms, however — the concert

ultimately did its job by providing a safe
space for avid fans to sing their hearts
out, without the pain of hearing their
own voices.
The show picked back up at the end
when the band decided to play “Day
Man” from the cult comedy series “It’s
Always Sunny in Philadelphia” (2005present), triggering those who understood the reference to chant the lyrics
along with them. They then went on to
perform a strange, but welcome addition
to their set: “Hey Jude” by The Beatles —
the quintessential sing-along. Portugal.
The Man bookended their show with a
reprise of “Purple Yellow Red and Blue,”
leaving the audience feeling happy and
satisfied as the evening came to a close.

Artsy Nugget of the Week

‘Girls’ sketch is highlight of ‘Saturday Night
Live’ premiere

Timothy Charouk for the Tufts Daily

Psychedelic visuals played an important role at Portugal. The Man’s recent concert.

With perennial comedy queen Tina Fey
as host, “Saturday Night Live” returned
to television sets across the country last
week with its usual mix of well-executed
sketches and terribly un-funny flops. The
show got off to a rough start with an
Obamacare cold open, but one of its
brightest moments came in the form
of a fake promotion for HBO’s “Girls”
(2012-present),which chronicles the lives
of struggling twenty-somethings in New
York. The show, which has received its
fair share of both praise and criticism,
allows its characters — upper-middle
class, college-educated white girls — to
whine incessantly on screen. The “SNL”
promo takes full advantage of this, poking fun at the various comments made by
the show’s rather spoiled heroines.

The sketch starred new cast member
Noël Wells as Hannah (played on the
show by Lena Dunham). Wells is decent,
but she doesn’t quite nail Hannah’s distinctive whine. It was Vanessa Bayer,
however, who handily stole scenes from
her cast mate with her spot-on impression of Zosia Mamet’s Shoshanna.
Tina Fey appears in the promo as
Blerta, Hannah’s new Albanian peasant
roommate. Blerta does not shy away
from giving Hannah and her friends a
piece of her mind, and indeed speaks for
fans of the series as she does so. Upon
discovering Hannah is not 15 years old,
but actually 24, Blerta says what everyone
was already thinking: “What the f*** is
wrong with you?”
—by Lancy Downs
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T

Poutine
from The
Gallows
and
Foundry on
Elm

his week, I’m featuring a staple of the
Québécois diet — poutine. There is
much disagreement about how this
delicious dish was born, but legend
has it that one fine day in 1957 a customer
walked into Fernand Lachance’s restaurant in Warwick, Quebec and ordered a
handful of cheese curds on some French
fries (the gravy was added later to keep the
fries warm). Apparently, Lachance replied,
“ça va faire une maudite poutine,” (translation: “that will make a damn mess”)
giving the dish its name and the people a
new obsession. I decided to venture out
to two unusual and equally delicious restaurants that serve poutine as one dish on
their very diverse menus: The Gallows in
Courtesy Brownie Harris / FOX

Abbie Mills (Nicole Beharie) is a sensible cop who helps bring some logic to the poorly-paced ‘Sleepy Hollow.’

New drama ‘Sleepy Hollow’ delivers twists
by Sabrina

Chisti

Contributing Writer

“Sleepy Hollow” is a new mystery drama
from Fox with dashes of horror, fantasy
and comedy all thrown in for good mea-

Sleepy Hollow
Starring Tom Mison, Nicole
Beharie, Orlando Jones

Airs Mondays at 9 p.m. on Fox
sure. Set in the village of Sleepy Hollow,
the show has an intriguing premise: one
of the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,
Death, has risen again, and is terrorizing the
present-day town’s population with vicious
beheadings. After originally losing his head
during the American Revolution to Ichabod
Crane (Tom Mison), who was killed only
to be resurrected centuries later in modern times, the Headless Horseman returns
seeking vengeance and revenge on his
would-be killer. It is up to strong female lead
Abbie Mills (Nicole Beharie) and Crane to
uncover secrets and clues hidden within the
town that will help them kill the Headless
Horseman once and for all.
Lieutenant Abbie Mills is a smart, savvy
and serious police officer who doesn’t
tolerate any nonsense. A former rulebreaker with a mysterious past, Abbie is

reluctant to believe in the supernatural
due to her sister’s commitment to a mental institution after similar claims. Her
character’s clear, levelheaded outlook
contrasts with the fantastical elements of
the show, helping to balance the historical with contemporary, the far-fetched
with the logical.
Ichabod Crane, the time-traveling soldier,
demonstrates determination, tenacity and
— most comically — an inability to understand the modern world in which he has
awoken. Surprisingly funny, Crane is a man
who lived in the late 1700s and the show
plays with his antiquated ideas of taxes, the
justice system, gender roles and technology.
Crane’s understanding of firearms is particularly amusing — his initial interactions with
a modern gun are comedic gold. Bitingly
sarcastic and caustically witty, his character
is a breath of fresh air, injecting humorous
asides into tense moments. He and Mills
make a good team and complement each
other well — as the two leads, their dynamic
helps to move the show along.
The show is much darker and horror-filled than one would expect from
first glance. With dead bodies graphically coming to life, half-blurred demons
appearing in mirrors and people being
burned alive, the more dramatic, frightening aspects of the show contrast sharply with the humor that sometimes gives
it a campy, over-the-top feel. The special
effects are fair — not outstanding, but

not cringe-worthy either.
The biggest flaw of “Sleepy Hollow” is
pacing — events move entirely too fast
to comprehend. Within the first episode,
a plot twist occurs, a coveted object is
found and the characters meet Crane’s
presumed-dead witch wife. The second
episode introduces a new supernatural
enemy altogether. Although this twistingturning start made for an entertaining
few hours of television, it was not much
more than mindless fun. If the show’s
haphazard storyline can evolve into a
lengthy plot, it has the ability to become
an actively engaging show. A slower
tempo would benefit the show in the long
run, and adding more character development will elevate it to into a must-watch
for the season. “Sleepy Hollow” has a lot
of potential, and it would be a shame to
see it squandered in favor of pushing the
story along at breakneck speed.
All in all, the show has likable characters, though it suffers from an awkwardly
designed plot. Hopefully, as the episodes
progress, the storyline will even out and
focus more on the characters’ relationships. Most interesting is the developing friendship between Crane and Mills,
promising a give-and-take partnership
between equals. The dynamic between
the two leads is essential to the show’s
success, and the writers would be wise
to delve further into their relationship as
the season gets further underway.

The Artsy Jumbo

Daniel Komanoff broadens his musical horizons
To call sophomore Daniel Komanoff a multitalented musician would be an understatement. Though he plays three instruments,
Komanoff is not merely a musician — he’s also
a composer, a DJ and an electronic artist.
	Komanoff began his foray into the
realm of music at the age of five when
he started playing piano. Eight years later,
he picked up the guitar and shortly after,
the drums. But it wasn’t until high school
that he started making music on his own,
under his stage name Daniel Webster.
“I was in a band with my brother, but
it didn’t really work out,” Komanoff said.
Therefore, he started mixing his own music
with the help of a computer program
called Logic.
“The kind of music I like to make is electronic, but it’s not very hard-hitting, dance
floor electronic,” Komanoff said. “I would
say, it’s more chilling out type music —
music you can really put on headphones
and get into, basically because that’s the
kind of music I like to listen to myself.”
At Tufts, Komanoff has a radio show on
WMFO and is also interested in starting
an electronic sound collective on campus,
ideally modeled after Tufts Applejam.

caroline welch / the Tufts Daily

Sophomore Daniel Komanoff is a musician with interest in composing and DJing.
“I want to start a group of musicians
and DJs who are willing to play concerts
each week at different locations,” he said.
“[Each event wouldn’t exactly be] a party,
as it is more devoted to the music aspect.
I want this to be more of a music fore-

ground, party background type of thing.”
To hear more of Komanoff’s music, tune
in to WMFO on Saturdays between 5 p.m.
to 6 p.m. or go to soundcloud.com/danielwebstermusic.
—by Caroline Welch

Price:
Size:
Flavor:
Ease:
Envir:

Gallows
$10.00
Meal-worthy
9/10
Difficult
Welcoming

Foundry
$9.00
Appetizer
6/10
Davis Sq.
Cozy

Boston’s South End and Foundry on Elm
in our very own Davis Square.
Let me start by saying that making
it to The Gallows is not for the faint
of heart. However, it is undoubtedly a
worthwhile adventure. Surprisingly welcoming for the ill-fated name, its cool
chrome and wooden décor, friendly wait
staff and open, airy dining space make
for a great backdrop to the crazy experience of eating there. Reading the menu,
I didn’t know whether to be terrified
or unbelievably excited: fried chicken
with jalapeno jelly and BBQ butter on
puffy, moist French toast is only one
example of a truly awe-inducing selection. However, I had to stick to my task,
and so, simple poutine it was. As the
waiter brought out the food, I was both
excited and worried. The fries were perfectly golden brown, topped fresh white
cheese curds and scallions, but what
looked like not enough gravy. Although,
after the third bite, all of my fears were
happily drowned in a sea of savory bliss.
As I dug into the poutine, all of the
ingredients blended into a perfect ratio.
The gravy had the perfect runny, yet nottoo-watery consistency, and the cheese
curds were wonderfully fresh. Although
the poutine was advertised as an appetizer, it was easily an entire meal. I left
The Gallows giddy and fully prepared to
go back and experiment more with their
unusual combinations.
A few days later, dreaming of cheese
(when am I not?) and gravy, I hopped
over to Foundry on Elm. Foundry’s warm
environment and interesting menu
organized by produce and heaviness
prefaced another unusual and exciting
meal. I ordered, ready to be wowed a
second time, but was slightly disappointed when the poutine was served.
Significantly smaller than my meal at
the Gallows, the Foundry’s poutine was
baked with cheddar, bacon gravy and
chives. When it comes to poutine, it’s
got to be made the original way. No cutting corners. Specifically, no ditching
the cheese curds. The cheddar was too
heavy and the bacon gravy was hardly
gravy at all, with big bacon chunks and
no real sauce. As a result, some fries
turned soggy from the oil, while others remained dry on the gravy. Truly, it
was just too cheesy — even for me. But
despite all of my qualms, it did taste
good — just too rich and heavy. And
most importantly, it wasn’t poutine.
When choosing between glorified
cheese fries in Davis and making the trip
out to get fantastic, real poutine a moderate commute away, my heart — and
stomach — will always go the distance.
Susie Church is a sophomore who has not
yet declared a major. She can be reached at
Susannah.Church@tufts.edu.
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editorial

Opportunity amid justified anger, controversy

Yesterday, Supreme Court Justice
Antonin Scalia spoke on the Hill for the
17th annual Richard E. Snyder President's
Lecture Series. His lecture, "Interpreting
the Constitution," drew over one thousand members of the Tufts community.
Appointed by President Ronald Reagan,
Scalia is the longest-serving sitting member of the court, and his originalist interpretation of the Constitution has been
influential in many controversial decisions
in cases related to marriage equality, gay
rights, abortion and affirmative action.
Consequently, the selection of Scalia as this
year's speaker was not without backlash
among members of the Tufts community.
Scalia's opinions and dissents have
discriminated against and marginalized
minority groups, many of which are represented here on campus. We acknowledge
that his fundamental ideas on how the
Constitution should be interpreted, the
opinions that he has written and even
statements that he made in his lecture
yesterday may continue to affect or hurt
members of the Tufts community, as they

have in the past. Students are understandably and rightly upset by his opinions and
decisions. We do not agree with his stances on the aforementioned issues, among
others. Confusion or resentment toward
the selection of Scalia to speak is valid,
and with that comes the right to protest or
not attend the lecture.
This lecture series in general, endowed
by Snyder (A '55), was designed to foster intellectual curiosity by presenting
speakers with provocative opinions.
University President Anthony Monaco
told the Daily in September that the
lecture aims to invite experts who have
challenged mainstream, orthodox views
and can therefore engage the community in a dialogue.
Yet there is an inherent issue with the
series if the university is choosing a figure
like Scalia, who has been controversial in
a way that directly hurts members of the
community.
That said, by bringing Scalia to speak,
the university is not aligning itself with
his beliefs. Rather, it is providing the

opportunity for students and faculty to
hear an opinion that may not be widely
agreed with, at least on the Hill, but is
certainly prevalent in the world beyond
Tufts' gates. Though his opinions cannot be overlooked, Scalia is a sitting
judge in the Supreme Court. He is a
tremendously influential figure in our
nation and can speak with authority on
how this country's justice system works,
theoretically and practically. Scalia's talk
could therefore be a productive one by
providing students and faculty with a
first-hand look into this branch of our
democratic government.
Though the lecture is intended to
provide a forum for a campus dialogue,
there was very little opportunity to do so
beyond a question and answer session
with Scalia at the lecture's close. In the
coming weeks, and in future years, it
would be helpful and productive for the
university to sponsor events in which
students can more thoroughly voice
their opinions and react to the content
of the lecture.
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Low-income students are already at
a disadvantage when trying to obtain
a college degree. With the middle class
collapsing into the lower class, more and
more students have to beat the odds for
an education.
Between 2011 and 2012, the 1.2 million
households with incomes that put them
in the top 1 percent of the U.S. saw their
earnings increase by 5.5 percent, according to U.S. Census Bureau estimates.
Earnings fell by 1.7 percent for the
96 million households in the bottom
80 percent — those that made less
than $101,583.
This startling shift is just as prevalent
in our state. Between 1995 and 2010,
the average income for a Minnesotan in
the exact middle pay range went up by
$4,300, or about 13 percent. In that same
time, the highest earner’s average income
went up by $49,924, or 24 percent.
This discrepancy in earnings makes it
more difficult than ever for high school
students from middle-class families
to afford tuition at institutions like the
University of Minnesota.
The current tuition for full-time,
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of The Tufts Daily. Individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of The Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics
does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Tufts Daily editorial board.

in-state students at the University is
$6,030. Out-of-state students pay $9,155.
Including room and board, books, fees,
meal plans and additional living costs,
that number continues to swell.
About 32 percent of students who
received aid last year came from families
with a net income below $48,000. These
students may be forced to take out loans
or try to pay their way through college
without family support. High price tags
discourage families from sending their
high school students off to an expensive education. Without a college degree,
these students may be limited in job
opportunities later in life.
A high school diploma means less in
today’s job market than at any point in
history. The median weekly income in
2012 for an adult with nothing beyond
a high school diploma was $652, among
adults in full-time or salaried positions.
The average adult with a bachelor’s
degree made $1,066 a week. On top of
that, the unemployment rate for those
with a bachelor’s degree is more than 3
percent lower than that of Americans
with no college education.
The University has done great work
with programs like the Student Parent
HELP Center, which works to guide stu-

dents who are raising children while pursuing a degree. Since this group tends
to be among the lowest earners at the
University, the center focuses on financial guidance and affordable child care
on campus. Additional programs and student groups like TRiO and the University
of Minnesota Promise Scholarship also
work to help low-income students.
That being said, we do not have a “no
loan” program in place like Ivy League
schools or top public universities like the
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
“No loan” programs are designed to
allow students from low-income families to attend college at little or no
cost. From 2005-2009, the University of
Minnesota had a “no loan” program that
would offer Pell Grants to cover 100 percent of a low-income, in-state student’s
fees and tuition.
It was replaced by the Minnesota
Promise Scholarship, which awards $570
to $4,000 per year to qualifying students
coming from households with a net
income below $100,000.
If young people from low-income
families can’t find the means to pay for
an education, they may be at a disadvantage in the eyes of employers for the
rest of their lives.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Letters must be submitted by 2 p.m. and
should be handed into the Daily office or sent to letters@tuftsdaily.com.
All letters must be word processed and include the writer’s name and
telephone number. There is a 450-word limit and letters must be verified.
The editors reserve the right to edit letters for clarity, space and length.

ADVERTISING POLICY All advertising copy
is subject to the approval of the Editorin-Chief, Executive Board and Executive
Business Director. A publication schedule
and rate card are available upon request.
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Op-Ed
Adam Kaminski | The Cool Column

Our humanity transcends constitutions

by Ju-Hyun Park, Jay Dodd and Zoe Munoz

This week, U.S. Supreme Court
Justice Antonin Scalia spoke as a guest
of the Snyder Presidential Lecture
Series — a privately funded initiative
“intended to invigorate the intellectual environment on campus by providing a forum for the presentation
of provocative points of view.” While
Justice Scalia’s personal success as a
lawyer and judge, his familiarity with
the law and judicial procedure and
his insight into landmark cases of
our time cannot be denied, neither
can his personal involvement in the
adjudication of cases that have had
dire consequences for the quality of
life of millions of people. Simply put:
the fact that Tufts hosted this man
on the same campus as thousands
of students whose bodies and communities have been targeted by his
decisions is indefensible, and speaks
volumes about this institution’s disregard for students of marginalized
social identities and the communities they come from.
Throughout his 27-year tenure on
the Supreme Court, Justice Scalia has
consistently used his voice and power
to restrict, resist and reject the rights
of the poor, people of color, women
and LGBT people. He has openly and
enthusiastically announced his opposition to Roe v. Wade and ruled in
favor of circumscribing reproductive rights on multiple occasions. In
Lawrence v. Texas and United States
v. Windsor, Justice Scalia argued for
the constitutionality of anti-sodomy

Off the Hill | Columbia University

by

Daniela Quintanilla

laws and Section 3 of the Defense of
Marriage Act, stating that such laws
are not anti-LGBT discrimination, but
rather, morally-informed legislation.
Additionally, Justice Scalia has
frequently ruled in favor of limiting
Affirmative Action policies, arguing
that such policies are only a guarantor for continued racial hatred. He has
also dissented to overturning violent
immigration policies that utilize racial
profiling. This past summer, Justice
Scalia ruled to strike down Section
4 of the Voting Rights Act, deriding
additional federal protection of the
right to vote for racially, ethnically and
linguistically marginalized persons as
a “racial entitlement.” This effectively
eviscerated the most important legislation to emerge from the Civil Rights
Movement. As a result, several states
have implemented Voter I.D. laws and
other voting regulations historically
implemented for the purpose of disenfranchising senior citizen, women,
low-income and racially marginalized
voters. The fact that these laws are
being reestablished fifty years after
Jim Crow does not alter their present
purpose or effect.
A self-described originalist, Justice
Scalia is not alone in his interpretations and manipulations of the
Constitution. He descends from, and
is representative of, a political and
social tradition which places the most
value on those lives and those people
who have historically been treated as
‘true’ and ‘real’ Americans. Even in
the face of the United States’ rapidly
changing demographics, Justice Scalia

has been steadfast in his refusal to
recognize the rights of all those who
fall outside the boundaries of white,
cisgender, heterosexual male citizens.
Now, this man, whose decisions
have had violent consequences for
so many Tufts students, their loved
ones and their families, has been
welcomed to the same place these
Jumbos are supposed to call “home”
as an honored guest. This signals
nothing short of institutional sanction for his violent and dehumanizing rhetoric, and the systematic
disenfranchisement he has eagerly
aided and abetted for decades.
This is not to say that the issue
is the presence of a conservative
speaker on campus. The issue, rather, is the university’s warm welcome
of a man who has made a career of
limiting the rights of women, the
poor, people of color and LGBT persons. The issue is that the university,
by inviting Justice Scalia to speak at
us in a controlled and highly policed
environment, provided yet another platform which empowered his
voice and validated his dehumanizing political rhetoric at the expense
of brown, black, queer and female
people in this community.
Jay Dodd is a senior majoring in sociology. He can be reached at julius.dodd@
tufts.edu. Zoe Muñoz is a senior majoring
in American Studies. She can be reached
at zoe.munoz@tufts.edu. Ju-Hyun Park is
a senior majoring in English. He can be
reached at ju-hyun.park@tufts.edu.

About all women

Columbia Daily Spectator

The Barnard-ColumbiaV-Day Committee
announced earlier this week that this year’s
production of “The Vagina Monologues” will
feature a cast of only self-identified women
of color in an effort to turn the discussion
away from “narrow and specific liberal feminist narrative.”
My initial reaction to this announcement
was, “Can I still audition?” I’m MexicanAmerican. I also have white skin. I’ve been
confronting my identity my entire life. But
I’m no longer a mix of identities, because
now I have to pick just one to participate in
a celebration of feminism, femininity, and
the freedom of expression.
I saw the Monologues my first two years
at Columbia and regrettably missed it my
third because I was abroad. Both times that
I went, I felt validated by the experiences
and feelings expressed in the Monologues. I
laughed, I nodded, and I cried. I felt a camaraderie between myself and other women
on campus that I hadn’t felt since attending
an all-girls high school.
The mission of“TheVagina Monologues,”
according to its website, is to “confront the
stigma surrounding discussions of sexual
assault, trans* and queer identities, racialized womanhood, abuse, and the word
‘vagina.’” The first subject listed is sexual
assault. Every woman everywhere in the
world has at some point felt endangered
because she is a woman. To exclude a
group of women because of how they
choose to identify themselves — white or
nonwhite, historically the oppressed or
the oppressor — is in violation of the mission of the Monologues. Women of every
race, ethnicity, and creed can be survivors
of rape and assault. These women are survivors and the Monologues should be for
them first, to give them a voice when they
have been silenced.
The purpose of “The Vagina Monologues”
is to bring to light the most important part
of womanhood: The last thing anyone is
willing to talk about is the first thing the
production considers, and this is women’s
sexuality. For how long has a woman’s outward beauty been the measurement of her
worth? How hard do women still have to
fight for equal pay and equal rights and

mct

the right to choose what happens to their
bodies? When will women be able to stop
talking about “having it all” and just “have,”
the way men do?
I disagree that there’s only one “specific
liberal feminist narrative.” I acknowledge
that there is white privilege, and I agree
that there is an economic gap correlated to
race. But I disagree that we, as women, are
working toward different things. All women
want equality. Some women are more equal
than others, in the eye of the law and in
the eye of the economic system, and this is
unequivocally wrong. Historically, the women’s movement and the civil rights movement were organized separately. Women
of the 1970s like Gloria Steinem and Betty
Friedan focused on what they believed may
have been universal feminist themes but
addressed the needs of middle-class, educated, white females. Even so, there are ways
to incorporate other feminists who represent other groups, like Toni Morrison, Alice
Walker and Maya Angelou, not to mention
Merle Woo and Ana Castillo. We should be
reading “The Feminist Mystique” side by
side with “I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings”
to compare, contrast, and celebrate these

women’s experiences. This third wave of
feminism should try to dismantle the patriarchy and racial hegemony simultaneously
— not separately.
Excluding women who don’t identify
as women of color from this conversation
is ludicrous. “The Vagina Monologues”
absolutely should have women of color
and women of all sexualities represented
in the show and in the conversation. But
it should also feature monologues about
rape and assault — which are universal.
The decision to make the Monologues
about race and exclusive identities fractures the greater resolve of the Monologues
to be about women. Including all races
and groups in the performances would do
a far better job at addressing how sexism is
compounded by racism.
Shouldn’t “The Vagina Monologues” serve
as an overlap of the objectives of women?
Colored, trans*, queer, tall, short — we’re all
women, and excluding one group because
of its coincidental inability to identify as one
specific type of woman does a disservice to
the entire mission of the Monologues. I’m
not sure if I’m eligible to audition anymore,
but I certainly don’t want to.

I’m hungry for a
fortune
cookie

F

ood is delicious,” says the 20 pounds
I’ve gained since arriving on campus.
“What are you doing with your life?”
asks the rest of me. I couldn’t agree
more. What am I doing? I haven’t declared a
major, I write lousy columns and I expect no
fewer than five-star delicacies at Hall Snacks
(five-star slutty brownies will do). I’m too
preoccupied with peanut butter and “The
Legend of Korra” to think about my future.
So as I type away at Dewick, slice of pizza in
hand, I ask myself again: How many pounds
will I gain before my life has a course?
This ambivalence is a common, possibly
universal predicament of the college student. It’s a predicament that the quantity of
intriguing academic fields and fascinating
food stations solidifies. If uncertainty doesn’t
apply to you now, it probably will soon, or
it probably has already. I mean, I can’t even
decide between indulging in dessert or second dinner, let alone cognitive science or
musical performance.
My life is so totally lost that I decided to
stoop as low as I could imagine. I decided
to ask others for advice. Skipping guidance
counselors, career workers and professors
(partly because I secretly couldn’t guess
where the career center is located), I decided
to ask people who really know me. People
who are equivocally, unimaginably hopeless:
my friends and peers.
Their critiques were brutal and their projections humbling. They knew a thing or
two about positive punishment, damn psych
majors. But really, they just wanted something other than a mirror to mock.
First, my friend Sam made clear that thus
far my life has been predetermined. Put less
romantically, I am an automaton, incapable
of decision making. I’ve followed the societal
stream of life to where I am now — college
— but am daunted by the myriad, upcoming tributaries. Decisions (real decisions)
are foreign to my feeble mind, she argued.
Thanks for the tip. Yet there’s hope! Beginning
to make decisions doesn’t need to seem so
momentous, I was offered. Apparently not
even for my “feeble” mind. The trick is to
explore in college. Explore every horrid,
filthy, uninteresting, dull and stereotypical
collegiate avenue available so you know what
opportunities are chum-crusted dead ends.
By the ordeal’s end you’ll know what opportunities are real. You’ll also know how to clean
chum crust from your Tufts university paraphernalia, a valuable modern-alum-fromthe-modern-university skill.
My next question, “where will I be in six
years?” was a stumper. I didn’t ask the Moirai,
but I hope they’d have more to say. The
answers I did receive were half-baked and
inconclusive. The picture looks like this: I’ll
be living in a metropolitan area (whether
in a sewer or penthouse is still unclear); I’ll
be “reading in a big way” (lottery tickets or
Shakespeare?); and I’ll be a janitor (thank
God I’ll have learned to clean fish guts).
I didn’t mean to let my peers paint
such a bleak picture. No matter its accuracy, their speculation is unfair. Truthfully,
there are certainly unexpected benefits
to having absolutely no course in life that
aren’t to be ignored. Without a schedule,
you have the freedom to explore, have fun,
go anywhere and sleep on street corners.
You have the privilege to be an indecisive
buffoon, at least for a little while. At least
until sophomore year.
Having no plan can be intimidating
as hell, but if I’ve learned anything from
writing this column it’s this: Don’t follow
friends’ advice, and revel in uncertainty.
Anything less is unnecessarily stress inducing. Let’s embrace uncertainty and trust our
future selves to procrastinate intelligently.
Until then, I’ll see you in Dewick, salad bowl
brimming with that familiar fusion of ice
cream, peanut butter and cereal: my only
plan at the moment, fortunately.

Adam Kaminski is a freshman who has not
yet declared a major. He can be reached at
adam.kaminski@tufts.edu.

Op-ed Policy The Op-Ed section of The Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. The Daily welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community; the opinions
expressed in the Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Daily itself. Opinion articles on campus, national and international issues should be 600 to 1,200 words in length. Op-Ed cartoons are also welcomed for
the Campus Canvas feature. All material is subject to editorial discretion and is not guaranteed to appear in the Daily. All material should be submitted to oped@tuftsdaily.com no later than noon on the day prior to the desired day of
publication; authors must submit their telephone numbers and day-of availability for editing questions. Submissions may not be published elsewhere prior to their appearance in the Daily, including but not limited to other on- and
off-campus newspapers, magazines, blogs and online news websites, as well as Facebook. Republishing of the same piece in a different source is permissible as long as the Daily is credited with originally running the article.
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Doonesbury

Crossword

by

Garry Trudeau

Non Sequitur 							

by

Wiley

Tuesday’s Solution

Married to the Sea 							

www.marriedtothesea.com

SUDOKU
Level: Being the extra who has to run up and down the President’s Lawn hill 1,000 times.

Late Night at the Daily

Wednesday’s Solution

Jenna to Elliot: “Wait, confirm my
request. I need to see your fish.”
Want more late-night
laughs?
Follow us on Twitter
at @LateNiteAtDaily

Please recycle this Daily.
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Does living off-campus
affect my financial aid?
Date: Friday, Oct 4th

13

Advertisement

Tufts Programs
Abroad 2014-15
Upcoming Informational Pizza Parties

Tufts in Hong Kong:

Time: 1:30-2:30pm

Monday, October 7th at 6:00pm
Dowling Hall Resource Library

Location: Dowling Hall,
Room 745A

Tufts in Japan:

Thursday, October 10th at 6:00pm
Dowling Hall Resource Library

Thinking about living off-campus next year but

Tufts in Chile:

don’t know how it will affect your financial aid?

Tuesday, October 15th at 6:00pm
Dowling Hall Room 745B

Come join Financial Aid this Friday to get your
questions answered before signing any leases.
Parents visiting for Parents Weekend are welcome!

Other Upcoming Tufts Programs Events:
Tufts in Madrid: Tues., 10/22 @ 6pm in Dowling 745A&B
Tufts in Oxford: Mon., 10/28 @ 6pm in Dowling 745B
Tufts in London: Thurs., 10/31 @ 6pm in Dowling 745A&B
Tufts in Tübingen: Mon., 11/4 @ 6pm in Dowling 745B
Tufts in China: Thurs., 11/7 @ 6pm in Dowling 745B
Tufts in Paris: Wed., 11/13 @ 6pm in Dowling 745A
Tufts in Ghana: TBD

Come learn more about our programs!
A second session will be offered on Monday,

http://uss.tufts.edu/studyabroad

10/28, from 12-1pm in Sophia Gordon.

Friday, October 4 @ 12PM
Rabb Room,
Lincoln-Filene Center
Light lunch will be provided

Ben Hescott

Assistant Professor
Computer Science
Biological data is an amazing source
of information. In particular, the protein-protein interaction (PPI) network
is a collection of thousands and
thousands of pairs of genes in some
relationship. Like a social network, these ‘relationships’
can be represented as a graph. Leveraging this we can
devise new algorithms for biological discovery. We will
present algorithms using the PPI network to discover
compensatory pathways in yeast. These pathways are
life’s “back-up” system and can be found using only high
throughput data modeled like a social network.
Sponsored by the Experimental College
with support from the SPIRIT Fund.
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Wanted

Services
Sonny’s Barber Shop. Look Good
– Best Haircuts Around! 5 Minutes
from TUFTS – 282a Main st.
Medford. MA. See Joe Jr. Walk in’s
always Welcome! Highly Skilled
Barber at Your Service! Open
Tuesday- Saturday (617) 515. 2955

Sports

Thursday, October 3, 2013

Housing

Housing

—

Great 3 Bedrooms at stones
throws away from school! Take
advantage before it is gone- Free
Parking. Call 617-448-6233

Large 7 Bedrooms, almost on campus. FREE Parking and Washing
Machine with Dryer. 2
Bathrooms. Call 617-448-6233

—

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $15 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Editors’ Challenge | Week 5
Welcome back for the fifth week of Editors’ Challenge, sports fans! You all knew it
would happen, and it finally has — the standings have shifted dramatically after a week of
surprises. Let’s break down where everyone stands — or sits — after another weekend of
exciting NFL play.
We’ve got a new leader atop the rankings: Marcus “Great Dane” Budline. He put up the
best numbers of the week with a 12-3 showing, so I guess all of those Milkbones have really
paid off.
Behind Budline sits our former leader, Ross “Bullmastiff” Dember. Too many games of fetch
and not enough games of football may lead to his demise.
	Aaron “English Cocker Spaniel” Leibowitz is slowly emerging as a frontrunner. Don’t let his
physique fool you; this little guy’s headed straight to the top, and he’s been slowly advancing
through the ranks. Situated behind Leibowitz are Zachey “Greyhound” Kliger and Jason “Jack
Russell Terrier” Schneiderman. These guys are sticking around the top of the pack and continue
to stay in the game.
	Sitting in sixth — yes sixth — place is former leader Jake “Bulldog” Indursky. The man who
had it all and watched it come tumbling down after a league-low 6-9, Indursky will have to
find some way to redeem himself in the coming weeks.
	Next up we have Matt “Lhasa Apso” Berger who is somehow turning his season around
after jumping up a few ranks this past week. We never took Berger as one to excel at Eds’
OVERALL
LAST WEEK
BUF at CLE
NO at CHI
NE at CIN
DET at GB
KC at TEN
SEA at IND
JAC at STL
BAL at MIA
PHI at NYG
CAR at ARI
DEN at DAL
HOU at SF
SD at OAK
NYJ at ATL

Marcus
43-20
12-3
CLE
NO
NE
GB
KC
SEA
STL
MIA
NYG
CAR
DEN
SF
SD
ATL

Ross
42-21
10-5
BUF
NO
CIN
GB
TEN
SEA
STL
MIA
PHI
CAR
DEN
SF
OAK
ATL

Aaron
41-22
9-6
CLE
CHI
NE
GB
KC
SEA
STL
MIA
NYG
ARI
DEN
SF
SD
ATL

Zachey
39-24
9-6
BUF
NO
NE
DET
KC
SEA
STL
BAL
NYG
ARI
DEN
SF
SD
ATL

Jason
39-24
9-6
BUF
CHI
NE
GB
KC
IND
STL
MIA
NYG
CAR
DEN
SF
OAK
ATL

Jake
38-25
6-9
CLE
NO
NE
GB
TEN
SEA
STL
BAL
NYG
CAR
DEN
SF
SD
ATL

Challenge, but then again he does have a lot of extra time that isn’t being taken up by writing a beat.
Behind Berger is the man in charge, Alex “Siberian Husky” Schroeder. Repping his hometown with the Husky look, Schroeder can’t seem to break out of the middle of the pack as he
just finished over .500 this past week and now is in the lower half of the rankings.
	Next we have Alex “St. Bernard” Connors. The opposite of Leibowitz, his large frame is
deceiving as Connors has not found his way out of the middle of the pack either. Just one
game behind Connors is the female pair of Claire “Beagle” Sleigh and Kate “Basset Hound”
Klots. Sleigh has been consistent with her work, slow and steady in the bottom four or five,
but the real story is Klots. She put on an 11-4 show, the second highest for the week, and
has stumbled out of the basement for the first time this year. We’ll see if she can keep that
performance up.
	Tyler “Collie” Maher and David “Chow Chow” McIntyre round out the editors with records
that just break even. Maher has been pretty caught up in the Red Sox pandemonium, so it’s
no surprise to see him here, but DMac, who prides himself on covering football sometimes but
not always, is somehow stuck at the very bottom.
	Guest picking this week is our very own News exec, Abby “Labrador Retriever” Feldman.
She’s a newcomer, but we’re pretty sure all of that extra time she spends in the office is really
just research for this one opportunity to show all of the sports editors up.
Matt
38-25
10-5
BUF
NO
NE
GB
KC
IND
STL
MIA
PHI
ARI
DEN
SF
SD
ATL

Alex S
37-26
8-7
BUF
NO
NE
GB
KC
IND
STL
MIA
PHI
CAR
DEN
SF
SD
ATL

Alex C
36-27
9-6
BUF
NO
NE
GB
KC
SEA
STL
MIA
NYG
CAR
DEN
SF
SD
ATL

Claire
35-28
9-6
BUF
NO
NE
DET
KC
SEA
STL
MIA
NYG
CAR
DEN
SF
SD
ATL

Kate
35-28
11-4
BUF
CHI
NE
GB
KC
SEA
STL
BAL
NYG
CAR
DEN
SF
SD
ATL

Tyler
33-30
8-7
BUF
CHI
NE
DET
KC
IND
JAC
BAL
NYG
CAR
DEN
HOU
SD
ATL

David
33-30
8-7
BUF
NO
NE
GB
KC
SEA
STL
MIA
NYG
ARI
DEN
SF
SD
ATL

GUEST
Abby
Feldman
CLE
CHI
CIN
GB
TEN
SEA
STL
MIA
PHI
CAR
DAL
HOU
OAK
ATL

Sailing

Jumbos take first place in two weekend competitions
by

Eliza Dillaway

Contributing Writer

This past weekend, the Tufts co-ed and
women’s sailing teams continued their
string of strong performances, placing first
in two of the four events they competed in
around New England.
Hosting the co-ed Hood Trophy competition, senior tri-captain Will Haeger skippering and senior Paula Grasberger crewing
teamed up to lead the A division to a first
place finish. Tufts’ B division performed just
as well at the meet, also securing first place
behind the strong sailing of juniors Alec
Ruiz-Ramon and Sam Madden, and senior

tri-captain Kathleen Kwasniak. Madden
crewed for the first seven races, and then
Kwasniak took over for the remaining races.
Overall, the Tufts team came in first with
a total of 45 points, trailed by Harvard in
second with 97 points and the U.S. Naval
Academy in third with 114 points.
Both teams sailed under beautiful
conditions, though there were slightly
strong winds on the Sunday of the competition. While the team of Haeger and
Grasberger performed their best, they
also had a few advantages.
“There were a couple top level regattas
this weekend that diffused a lot of talented
teams to different places, so there were a

few top teams missing from the Hood,”
Haeger said.
In addition, Haeger noted that his team
knew Mystic Lake very well, and enjoyed its
home field advantage.
The beneficial conditions allowed the
Jumbos to focus on sailing without having
to worry about external factors.
Across the Charles, at the Boston
University Women’s Regis Bowl, the Jumbos
struggled. Both A and B divisions placed
11th, for a combined team result of 12th
place out of 16 teams. For the A division
team, senior Margaret Bacon skippered
while junior Erin Bondy crewed. Sophomore
Amanda Sommi skippered the B Division

Courtesy William Hutchings

Tufts sailing added to its win tally with victories at the Hood Trophy and Commonwealth Invitational over the weekend.

boat with freshman Julia Fuller crewing.
Tufts finished the meet with 189 points
as a team, well behind the first place Yale
Bulldogs, who won the bowl with a score of
78 points. For both days of the competition,
racing was delayed due to lack of wind.
The Jumbos were also unable to keep up
with the competition at the New England
Men’s Singlehanded Championships, which
was hosted at Yale. Freshman Alp Rodopman
performed admirably, finishing in eighth
place and missing qualification and the fifth
place seat by a mere 11 points.
Sophomore Rolfe Glover finished in 16th
place while freshman Sandy Beatty finished in
17th place. In total, 26 men competed at Yale
this past weekend, with the three top place
finishers hailing from Yale and Harvard.
At the final regatta of the weekend, Tufts
returned to its winning ways, coming in
first at the Commonwealth Invitational
at the Massachusetts Maritime Academy.
For the first six A division races, freshman
Scott Barbano skippered while senior Sara
Makaretz crewed. For the consecutive races
7 through 10, freshman Alex Tong crewed
and junior Viktor Wettergren skippered.
The B division team featured MaryClaire
Kiernan skippering and Kate Wasynczuk
crewing for races 1 through 6. For races 7
through 10, seniors Cameron Barclift and
Eliza White took over the helm, skippering
and crewing, respectively.
Despite the multitude of events the team
has competed to kick off the fall season,
Haeger still sees both room for improvement for the team as a whole and potential
among the freshman.
“We have very deep teams with a lot of
people competing for the top spots, so there
is a ton of potential for us to push each other
and win some regattas,” he said.
Kwasniak, also looking ahead, is very
hopeful for the rest of the season.
“Our goals for the season are to be in
the top three in NEISA (New England
Interscholastic Sailing Association) and to
finish top five at the ACCs (Atlantic Coast
Championships) for co-ed,” she said.
The sailing team’s next event is the
Danmark Trophy at the Coast Guard
Academy starting Oct. 5.
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Jumbos look forward to important matchup with Panthers
WOMEN’S SOCCER
continued from back

reflection on the scope of the season so
far. But for Whiting, the focus is mostly
on moving forward with the season by
focusing on the present. The team has
worked out some of the kinks from the
beginning of the season and continues to
take games on a day-to-day basis.
“We’ve tried to stay in the present;

there are always things we can do better,” she said. “We are continuing to have
fun and we have a really great group that
loves the game and the team. It’s fun to
work with them every day.”
Because it is such a short season,
Whiting stressed that every game is
important and that the team strives to
go into every matchup with full intensity.
This weekend’s game against Middlebury,

Tufts falls to NESCAC leader Amherst
MEN’S SOCCER

continued from back

the class of the conference, boasting a
7-0-1 record and a total of 16 points on
the season, six higher than second-place
Trinity. Amherst has carried over its success from last season, currently sporting
a 28-game unbeaten streak.
Beating Amherst is one thing, but
winning on its turf has proven almost
impossible for opponents in recent years.
Tufts held strong in the early going, and
freshman keeper Scott Greenwood continued his stellar rookie season, making
great save after great save, including a
diving stop on an Amherst penalty shot
in the early going.
Amherst finally broke through in the
33rd minute. The Lord Jeffs worked the
ball around the Tufts 18-yard box, putting
Jumbo defenders on their heels. After a
shot from just outside the box was deflected by Greenwood, a loose ball ensued in

front of the net and an Amherst striker was
able to get a foot on the ball and deposit it
into the top right corner for the game’s
first goal. The goal was only the second
Greenwood had allowed all season.
The Lord Jeffs controlled the time of
possession and pace of play for much of
the contest. The Jumbos had a few chances but were unable to capitalize. Amherst
delivered the knockout blow in the 51st
minute with a ringing shot from sophomore forward Greg Singer that found the
back of the net.
“They’re clearly a great team in our
conference,” Nakamura said. “But looking
back on Saturday’s loss, we gained some
confidence because there were some
moments where we played our game,
used the width of the field and had some
chances. We know that if we impose our
will, impose our physicality and impose
our style of play we can make even a team
as good as Amherst vulnerable.”

while not an exception to that philosophy, is an important game for Tufts. The
Jumbos are ranked one spot behind the
second-place Panthers in the NESCAC,
and Middlebury will come into the game
with a string of three conference wins.
A win for the Jumbos will put them solidly on track for a winning season while
a loss will bump them down to 3-3 in the
NESCAC and 4-4 overall.

The Jumbos’ remaining schedule poses
tough competition but compensates with
plenty of time off. Following six days of
rest, the team will return to action on
Saturday hosting Middlebury College,
another tough NESCAC opponent. The
Jumbos then won’t see action for an entire
week before taking on Connecticut College
in their homecoming matchup on Oct. 12.
In total, Tufts will play only six games
in October, five of which will be against
NESCAC opponents.
“With this time off, we just have to
keep improving with every practice,”
Nakamura said. “I think the biggest
difference between last year and this
year is the depth of our team. There’s
no doubt it’s a tough schedule down
the wire, but the depth of our team
will help us. We have a lot of freshmen
who have been getting more playing
time, and our chemistry continues to
improve with each game.”
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World Series Champ

Ross Dember and Alex Schroeder |
Five-feet Nothing

Three
innings
in
May

T

his week, Five-feet Nothing is
kicked back over to Ross, and
unlike the last one I wrote,
this column has a happy ending for me.
For anyone over the age of 16 who
played organized sports as a kid, there
is always that one moment or game that
brings out the happiness of youth sports
that are usually reserved for cereal commercials. They are the moments that
erase the strikeouts, errors, air balls and
other examples of incompetence. This
is one of the few stories from my Little
League baseball career that I actually
care to remember.
In my hometown, third grade was the
first time you got to play real baseball;
kids pitched, scores counted and winning mattered. Even if I rarely played
more than the mandatory two innings
in the infield and was unable to actually hit the ball out of the infield on
a fly, I loved being part of a baseball
game that actually mattered. However,
there was something I really wanted to
do: pitch.
Finally, after spending most of the
season nagging the coach to let me
pitch just one inning, he relented.
Before the start of our penultimate
regular season game, he told me that
I would be pitching the fourth inning,
but once I started walking kids or they
started hitting home runs over to the
first-and-second grade field, he would
take me out.
Through the first three innings of
the game, I was torn between pure
joy and nervousness. I could barely
focus on what was happening at the
time, which was good because we
were down by eight runs when it was
my turn to pitch.
After finishing my warm-up, I was
set to face the opponent’s worst hitter.
The first pitch went behind him, and
the next three were not much better,
so I found a way to walk the only kid
on the other team who was the least
bit intimidated to be in the batter’s box
against me. After that batter, my whole
mindset changed. It was the only time
I have ever played organized sports
where I did not have even the faintest
shred of nervousness.
I remember pitching the forth and
fifth innings and smiling the entire
time. Because I was skinny even for a
third grader, my “fastball” was so slow
that gravity turned it into a slow-motion cutter. This led to kids comically
whiffing when it crossed the plate,
surprised by the pitches’ slowness.
When they hit it, the well-placed fielders in the outfield were there to make
the catch.
Somehow, my team found a way to
score nine runs, and my coach, knowing this would probably be the only
time I ever pitched in a Little League
game, let me go out in the bottom of
the sixth inning to win the game.
Most of the sixth inning remains
fuzzy to me except for the final batter. The tying run was on third base,
the winning run was on second and
there was a full count. I threw one
last pitch right over the plate, and the
hefty fourth grader just stared at it. As
soon as the ump called strike three,
the kid burst into tears. He wasn’t crying because he struck out or because
he let his team down, he was crying
because he had just struck out to the
worst pitcher he would ever face. And
I remember being surrounded by my
teammates, who were acting like I had
just clinched our team the World Series
championship. For that one night, it
felt like I did.
Ross Dember and Alex Schroeder are both
sophomores who have yet to declare majors.
Ross can be reached at ross.dember@tufts.
edu, and Alex can be reached at alexander.
schroeder@tufts.edu.
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Men’s Soccer

Tufts fall to Amherst, respond with win against Trinity
by

Zachey Kliger

Daily Editorial Board

The men’s soccer team lost its second game of the year on Saturday to the
third-ranked nationally Amherst Lord Jeffs

MEN’S SOCCER
(5-2-1 Overall, 3-2 NESCAC)
at Kraft Field, Sunday
Trinity
Tufts

0
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0
1

—
—

0
2

—
—

0
2

at Amherst, Mass., Saturday
Tufts
Amherst

0
1

0
1

before returning home to top Trinity 2-0
less than 24 hours later. Tufts now holds a
respectable 3-2 mark against in-conference
opponents in what has been a competitive
NESCAC season this year.
Tufts’ win over the weekend came on
Sunday to take on the second-ranked team
in the NESCAC, Trinity College. Just like the
Lord Jeffs from the day before, the Bantams
entered their matchup with the Jumbos
undefeated. But Sunday’s contest would
prove to be their toughest test yet.
The first half looked to be an uneventful one until lightning struck in the final
moments. With less than two minutes
remaining in the opening frame, a foul
on the Bantams’ side of the field gave the
Jumbos a free kick opportunity from about
35 yards away. Sophomore midfielder Rui
Pinheiro lofted the set piece deep into the
opponent’s penalty box. Bantam keeper
freshman Domenic Quade left his line to
try to punch the ball out, when junior

defenseman Sam Williams broke free past
his defender and struck a diving header
into the back of the net. Williams’ first goal
of the season gave Tufts a 1-0 edge heading
into intermission.
Both teams came out firing in the early
stages of the second half, but neither backline cracked. Greenwood made two nice
saves to keep the Bantams scoreless, and
the Jumbos tacked on an insurance tally
in the 67th minute, with a one-timer from
sophomore midfielder Connor Brown. The
2-0 score would hold.
“Every NESCAC game is tough, and
Trinity is a team that’s always tough to
beat,” junior midfielder Kento Nakamura
said. “They’re very aggressive and very
competitive, and at the end of the day the
score is a little deceptive because it wasn’t
an easy game at all. Having said that, we
didn’t play to our full potential. There’s still
a lot of room for improvement.”
With the victory, Tufts improved to 5-2-1
on the year and posted its sixth shutout of
the season. While the play of the team has
been inconsistent at times, the excellence
on the backline has been constant.
“We have been playing well as a defense
this year, and keeping a clean sheet is our
priority in every game,” Williams said.
Senior striker Scott Blumenthal also gave
positive remarks about the Tufts defense.
“Having let up the fewest goals in the
NESCAC thus far, I couldn’t be more
impressed, and I have a lot of confidence
in our defense to keep the ball out of the
net each game,” he said.
Tufts’ first game of the weekend was
a matchup at Amherst. The Lord Jeffs
have clearly established themselves as
see MEN’S SOCCER, page 15
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Tufts downed previously undefeated Trinity in a 2-0 victory on Sunday. The Jumbos,
however, dropped the weekend opener against Amherst Saturday as they went 1-1 over
the weekend.

Women’s Soccer

Jumbos take down Lord Jeffs, drop home game
against Bantams
by

Claire Sleigh

Daily Editorial Board

The women’s soccer team came away from
this weekend’s doubleheader with mixed feelings after winning a hard-fought game against

WOMEN’S SOCCER
(4-3 Overall, 3-2 NESCAC)
at Kraft Field, Sunday
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Amherst in overtime on Saturday and then
falling to NESCAC powerhouse Trinity with a
lopsided showing on Sunday.
The Jumbos lost to the undefeated Bantams
3-1 in a loss that brought their four-game win
streak to an end. The Bantams, who rank first
in the NESCAC, are 8-0 so far this year, while
the Jumbos saw their record drop to 4-3 and
3-2 in the NESCAC.
According to coach Martha Whiting,
it was one of the tougher games that the
Jumbos have played this season, and the
first half was not representative of how Tufts
usually performs.
“I felt that we were making mental
mistakes, and that’s just not who we are,”
Whiting said.
The Bantams came out hard from the start,
marking two goals against the Jumbos in the
first seven minutes of play. Junior Elisa Dolan
sunk one into the top right corner of the net
three minutes into the game, and four minutes later sophomore Abbey Lake scored her
fifth goal of the season.
According to senior tri-captain Anya
Kaufmann, the Bantams played a fast
paced game and forced the Jumbos to play
on their heels.
“It was hard to adjust because they moved

Oliver Porter / The Tufts Daily

The Jumbos split the weekend results with a Saturday win at Amherst and a home loss to Trinity Sunday. They are currently third in the
conference as they look to take down the second-place Middlebury Panthers on Saturday.
the ball quickly and always had someone
open,” Kaufman said. “They came out and
scored two goals pretty early on us and that
put us in the situation of fighting back.”
The Jumbos kept the pressure up on Trinity,
and things looked up when junior midfielder
Carla Kruyff lofted in a shot off of a free kick
from 30 yards out. According to Kruyff, she
usually passes the ball in on free kicks and
then someone will try to knock it in, but here
she decided to go for the shot. The ball snuck
in just under the crossbar and put the Jumbos
back in the game.
“Whenever anyone scores, the team just
gets a lot of energy,” Kruyff said. “2-0 is a very
difficult lead, and it’s a weird [score] to fight
against. When we got into that position where
it was a one-goal difference, the team got
more energy to give that extra push.”
Trinity came back before the half was

over with another goal and lengthened its
lead to 3-1. Although the Jumbos came into
the game stronger in the second half, they
could not find the back of the net for the rest
of the game. Whiting saw the play in the second half as a bit of redemption for the team
as the players worked together to bring the
intensity up.
Despite the loss, the weekend was not a failure for Tufts, as the team scored a key victory
against Amherst on Saturday. Amherst controlled most of the play throughout the game,
outshooting Tufts 29-15, but the Jumbos held
their own.
The Jumbos took the lead 40 minutes into
the first half when junior Victoria Stoj controlled a ball that was bouncing around inside
the box and got a firm shot off. Amherst controlled the play for most of the second half,
taking 11 shots to Tufts’ one in the first 25

minutes. Their efforts finally paid off when
Chloe McKenzie dribbled past a pair of Tufts
defenders and tied up the game.
The Jumbos pressed hard for the rest of
regulation time with four more shots on goal
but failed to capitalize on their chances.
Overtime play was evenly matched, but
Kaufmann took the advantage with her
game-winning goal a minute before the end
of the first overtime. Kaufmann was able to
gather the ball at the 18 and beat Amherst
goalie, sophomore Holly Burwick, with a low,
hard shot.
Whiting highlighted Kaufmann’s composure as she took her time and space in the box
and got off the shot.
The Jumbos are now exactly halfway
through their fourteen-game regular season, which lends itself to a moment of
see WOMEN’S SOCCER, page 15

